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一、 文意字彙：（20題，每題 3分，共 60分） 

(   ) 1.  It is never easy to _______ whether he’s being serious or not.  

 (A) deny           (B) earn               (C) lift               (D) tell 

(   ) 2.  Don’t jump to _______ too fast before you really find out all the facts.   

 (A) connections     (B) conditions      (C) conclusions      (D) contributions  

(   ) 3.  Please press the red button to call the medical officer in case of _______.     

 (A) appearance      (B) disturbance       (C) emergency        (D) guarantee 

(   ) 4.  The _______ typhoon flooded the coastal area and claimed over 300 lives.    

 (A) positive         (B) destructive      (C) negative        (D) protective 

(   ) 5.  Born into a bilingual family, Sally is _______ in both Spanish and French.    

   (A) beware       (B) casual         (C) fluent       (D) guilty 

(   ) 6.  The math problem is so _______ that I can’t figure out the answer by myself.     

 (A) attractive         (B) harmful          (C) complicated        (D) ordinary 

(   ) 7.  You cannot enter this building without permission because it is a _______ property.    

        (A) watchful      (B) jealous         (C) private         (D) suitable 

(   ) 8.  The taxi driver who got hurt in the car accident was _______ sent to the hospital.   

 (A) immediately     (B) impossibly        (C) increasingly     (D) independently 

(   ) 9.  I did not have enough sleep last night, so I lost my _______ and fell asleep in class.    

 (A) concentration   (B) installation      (C) presentation   (D) reputation 

(   ) 10.  Doctors strongly _______ that everyone should exercise at least three times a week.    

  (A) recall          (B) replace           (C) rehearse            (D) recommend 

(   ) 11.  It seems unlikely that we could precisely _______ what will happen in the future.     

  (A) predict              (B) upgrade             (C) forgive          (D) satisfy 

(   ) 12.  If you want to have dinner at that popular restaurant, you had better make a _______.     

  (A) description     (B) impression        (C) prescription     (D) reservation 

(   ) 13.  My residence here in Taipei is only _______; I’m moving to another city in three days.  

  (A) admirable      (B) introductory      (C) shameful        (D) temporary 

(   ) 14.  Mike was shy, but he stepped out of his _______ zone to make a speech in front of 500 people.    

  (A) comfort           (B) delight             (C) patience          (D) survey 

(   ) 15.  With the rapid economic growth, this small town is getting more and more _______.    

  (A) anonymous     (B) humorous          (C) generous            (D) prosperous 

(   ) 16.  If you don’t know the _______ of a new word, you can always look it up in the dictionary.   

  (A) exhibition      (B) definition         (C) preparation           (D) resolution 

(   ) 17.  Sharon tried to explain what had just happened, but her rude neighbor kept _______ her.   

         (A) emphasizing   (B) interrupting      (C) mentioning      (D) supporting 

(   ) 18.  Due to the sudden rain, the baseball game was put off, and those that followed were _______ as well.   

  (A) delayed             (B) greeted           (C) implied          (D) majored 

(   ) 19.  My grandmother is _______ recovering from her leg surgery after being hospitalized for several weeks.   

  (A) artificially         (B) gradually           (C) mentally           (D) originally 

(   ) 20.  Teresa has been studying _______ for months in order to have good grades in the college entrance exam.   

  (A) nationally      (B) diligently        (C) potentially   (D) violently 
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二、綜合測驗：（20題，每題 2分，共 40分） 

(   ) 1.  It is very tough for a single mother to _______ three children all day.    

        (A) come across       (B) look after          (C) keep down            (D) pass through 

(   ) 2.  This house _______ Martin around ten million dollars.  

        (A) cost            (B) gave         (C) made             (D) paid 

(   ) 3.  I did not finish my soup because it _______ like medicine. 

        (A) broke            (B) dealt         (C) heard            (D) tasted 

(   ) 4.  _______ I arrived at the airport, the plane had already taken off. 

        (A) After            (B) Before       (C) If              (D) Since 

(   ) 5.  It will _______ a lot of time _______ a new foreign language.   

(A) take; learning   (B) take; to learn     (C) spend; learning    (D) spend; to learn 

(   ) 6.  One of the twins was named Willy, and what was _______ called? 

(A) other            (B) others             (C) another                (D) the other 

(   ) 7.  The old man wanted to visit the town _______ he first met his wife. 

        (A) what        (B) whom               (C) why                 (D) where 

(   ) 8.  Please speak louder _______ everyone in the classroom can hear you. 

(A) such that         (B) so that         (C) in order to              (D) so as to 

(   ) 9.  Adapted from a famous novel, this movie is definitely _______ seeing.  

        (A) worth            (B) worthy       (C) worthless         (D) worthwhile 

(   ) 10.  _______ needs to borrow a pen can come to my desk and ask me for one.  

         (A) Whoever      (B) Whatever            (C) Whenever              (D) Whichever 

(   ) 11.  Parents consider _______ a bad idea for children to overuse smartphones.  

         (A) it              (B) these         (C) they              (D) those 

(   ) 12.  When the storm comes, it’d be better to stay at home _______ go outside.  

         (A) besides of        (B) except for      (C) thanks to         (D) rather than 

(   ) 13.  This basketball team is composed _______ twenty students in our high school.  

         (A) as            (B) in           (C) of              (D) with 

(   ) 14.  Our coach explained the new official rules of soccer as _______ as possible. 

         (A) clear            (B) clearly       (C) clearer          (D) clearest 

(   ) 15.  To stay healthy and keep in a good shape, it is advisable to avoid _______ alcohol.   

(A) drink         (B) drunk         (C) drinking        (D) to drink 

(   ) 16.  Had it not been for the homework, I could _______ to the concert with my friends. 

         (A) can go         (B) will go       (C) has gone             (D) have gone 

(   ) 17.  The art gallery is open on Saturdays and Sundays. _______, it is closed on weekdays. 

         (A) For one thing     (B) Sooner or later   (C) In other words       (D) To begin with 

(   ) 18.  The sandwich not only smelled good _______ also tasted delicious, so I ate two immediately.  

         (A) but           (B) for          (C) nor              (D) and 

(   ) 19.  During my summer vacation, I read five English novels, one of _______ was written by Stephen King.  

         (A) them            (B) this           (C) which            (D) that 

(   ) 20.  If I finish my homework before seven o’clock, my parents will let me _______ TV for thirty minutes.    

(A) watching        (B) to watch       (C) watch            (D) watched 

 


